Three-dimensional Analyses of Geological Materials on Nanoscale by Electron Tomography
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ABSTRACT: Electron tomography (ET), an electron-microscopy-based technique that provides three-dimensional (3D) structural information from a tilt series of two-dimensional (2D) projections, has promoted the in-depth investigation of biological molecules in structural biology and the analysis of material structures on the atomic scale in physical sciences. Although ET has developed rapidly as an effective technique wherein atomic-scale resolution has been achieved by using advanced transmission electron microscopy systems, it has not been widely used by the earth and planetary science community. Herein, we verify the applicability of ET in research related to earth and planetary science. The data demonstrate that ET can be used to observe the 3D morphology of mineral grains and 3D distributions of the chemical components of earth and planetary materials. Notably, ET coupled with spectroscopy, including electron energy loss spectroscopy and energy dispersive spectroscopy, is an effective technique for studying the 3D distribution of elements and their various oxidation states in geological materials. Atomic ET is also a promising technique for detecting trace elements in host minerals. The use of ET can advance the study of earth and planetary materials because it provides additional 3D information about geological objects.

INTRODUCTION

Since the discovery of matter waves by Louis de Broglie in 1924, the wave properties of electrons have been exploited to image matter from the micro to nanoscale. This has been achieved by a technique called electron microscopy (EM) that includes transmission electron microscopy (TEM), scanning electron microscopy (SEM), and scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM). These EM techniques enable two-dimensional (2D) imaging of matter on the nanometer scale. However, 2D images are projections from inherently three-dimensional (3D) samples. The missing third dimension is necessary to understand the functionality of many structures. Thus, 3D-reconstruction techniques have been developed from 2D projections of EM images.

The 3D-reconstruction technique is termed tomography, which means “imaging by slices.” The fundamental mathematics underlying tomography were established by Johan Radon in 1917. Thereafter, the tomography theory stagnated until 1956 when it was first applied in astronomy using a set of projections of the sun from the earth. Since the 1960s, various types of computed tomography (CT) techniques, e.g., X-ray CT, ultrasound CT, and atom probe tomography have been developed for application toward the research related to both life and physical sciences.
Electron tomography (ET) is a CT technique that is based on TEM. ET was first developed for use in the research associated with life sciences in the 1960s\textsuperscript{2-11,12} and then adopted for research in materials science 20 years later.\textsuperscript{13} With advances in instrumentation, reconstruction algorithms, and computational power over the past few decades, ET has been successfully used to reconstruct both soft and hard materials with angstrom-level resolution.\textsuperscript{14} While ET is still a relatively new microscopy technique, it is one of the most useful tomographic tools in various fields. It continues to benefit from the advancement of new TEM techniques such as spherical aberration correctors and improved detector sensitivity. It has numerous advantages including high resolution (from nano to atomic scale level) and 3D imaging. On the contrary, the nanosized limits and electron beam damage of ET may restrict its application in some fields with complex samples. For instance, in earth and planetary science, inhomogeneous samples with multi-components may not be appropriately sampled; if various components of a sample have different sensitivity to electron radiation, it is even hard to obtain authentic images.

Although the first application of tomography was in astronomy, and ET has been well developed as an advanced technology with angstrom-level resolution using modern TEM systems,\textsuperscript{15} this technique is largely overlooked by the earth and planetary science community. Only a few recent studies have employed ET for research in the field of earth and planetary science (e.g., Refs.\textsuperscript{16-18}). To facilitate wide-scale implementation of ET, in this study, we briefly introduce the basic concepts of ET and verify the applicability of ET in research pertaining to the field of earth and planetary science.

**BASIC CONCEPTS OF ELECTRON TOMOGRAPHY**

ET is a technique in which 3D structures of specimens are reconstructed from a series of 2D images acquired using TEM. As illustrated in Fig. 1, the ET process has two main components: acquisition of 2D images for a tilt series and reconstruction of a 3D model from the acquired 2D images using algorithms. Herein, we briefly introduce various imaging modes and several basic reconstruction algorithms that are commonly used in ET-based studies.

**2D image acquisition**

**Imaging modes.** Conventional TEM instruments always operate in two modes: the TEM mode with a parallel coherent beam of electrons and the STEM mode with a focused beam of electrons. In the TEM mode, the incident electron beam interacts with the atoms in the specimen, and the exiting electron wave contains information about the sample. The contrast in the TEM images is controlled by the density and thickness of the specimens and is affected by the crystallographic orientations at different tilt angles. Thus, TEM bright-field (BF) image tomography is used for the analysis of biological materials, with a negligible effect of oriented diffraction contrast. In addition, energy-filtered TEM can be employed for the 3D reconstruction of the chemical composition of samples.\textsuperscript{19}

In the STEM mode, the high-angle annular dark-field (HAADF) image is used for effectively constructing ET images because the image intensity is mainly affected by the atomic number (Z), which is positively correlated to the density of the atoms. However, beam damage is a considerable issue that limits the application of STEM for the analysis of electron-sensitive materials. However, this issue typically does not arise in most robust specimens in materials science. Furthermore, techniques involving the combination of STEM and spectroscopy, such as electron energy loss (EEL) spectroscopy (EELS) and energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS), are effective for the 3D reconstruction of the chemical composition of samples.
Reconstruction of 3D model

**Direct Fourier reconstruction.** A projection of an object at a given angle in real space can be achieved as a central section through the Fourier transform of the object. When a series of projections (central sections) is acquired, the 3D Fourier space of the object can be observed. Fourier inversion then allows the generation of a 3D model of the object. Such a reconstruction from the inverse Fourier transform is called a direct Fourier reconstruction. Inverse Fourier transform requires a continuously varying function; thus, direct Fourier reconstruction requires numerous images in the tilt series to ensure fidelity and accuracy. Furthermore, direct Fourier reconstruction requires significantly large computer memory. Thus, direct Fourier reconstruction is not as commonly used as the real-space back-projection methods described below.

**Real space Back-projection.** Radon transform maps a 3D object onto a 2D plane by calculating the line integrals (projections) of object density through all “projection rays” parallel to a given axis. If the density of a 3D object is projected onto 2D images at various tilt angles, the 2D images can be used to reconstruct the 3D object using an inverse Radon transform. The inverse Radon transform in real space is known as a back projection. As a requirement for real-space back projection, the intensity of the 2D images of the target object must be a monotonic function of the physical quantity to be reconstructed.

**Weighted Back-projection.** Although back-projection does not require large computer memory, uneven sampling of spatial frequencies causes blurred features in reconstructed model. A weighting filter in the Fourier space is employed to correct the blurred features. Reconstruction using such a weighting filter is called weighted back-projection (WBP).

**Iterative reconstruction.** Although the WBP method is widely used in the ET community, there are still other artifacts in the reconstructed model. One simple way to correct these artifacts in the reconstructed model is to use original projections. The correction is performed by comparing the difference between the reprojections of the reconstructed model and the original projections. The difference can be minimized interactively. The two most commonly used interactive reconstruction algorithms are the algebraic reconstruction technique (ART) and the simultaneous iterative reconstruction technique (SIRT). ART compares the reconstruction with a single projection once, while SIRT compares all projections simultaneously. SIRT is more commonly used than ART because it tends to be more computationally stable than ART when images are noisy. SIRT requires a relatively large number of projections (1°–2° tilt interval and ±70° tilt angles). In addition to these conventional reconstruction methods, many advanced algorithms, such as the generalized Fourier iterative reconstruction (GENFIRE), and deep-learning-aided information recovery have been developed in recent years to improve the quality of reconstructed images.

**Missing wedge and resolution**

The resolution of ET is anisotropic because during image acquisition, the object structure is inherently under sampled. If the alignment of the tilt series is appropriate, the resolution along the tilt axis is equal to the original experimental resolution. The resolution along the image plane perpendicular to the tilt axis is reduced owing to the discrete number of projections (N). The resolution (d) can be estimated using an equation relating N to the diameter of the reconstruction volume, D:

\[ d = \pi D / N \]

This equation assumes a full-range tilt series for the reconstruction. However, practical TEM experiments are always limited by the tilt angle (α is always lower than ±80°), leading to a missing “wedge,” as illustrated in Fig. 2, although ET can be performed without a missing wedge in a few cases. The missing “wedge” further reduces the resolution along the projection axis by an elongation factor, e:

\[ e = \frac{\alpha + \sin\alpha \cos\alpha}{\sqrt{\alpha - \sin\alpha \cos\alpha}} \]

The aforementioned resolutions along different directions are optimal, as the resolutions are always affected by other factors such as stage drift and image alignment. The effects of stage drift and image alignment are constrained by the stability of the TEM stage; thus, an optimized stable stage is necessary to perform ET experiments.
EXPERIMENTAL WORKFLOW

The workflow for ET consists of four steps (Fig. 3): sample preparation, data acquisition, data alignment and reconstruction, and analyses and visualization. Herein, several examples are presented to demonstrate how to perform ET experiments for various geological samples using conventional TEM.

Sample preparation. In earth and planetary science, either powder or bulk solid samples can be analyzed through ET. The samples used for the ET experiments should have a nanoscale size (e.g., <100 nm at 200 keV) at least one-dimensional. Otherwise, a TEM system that is operated at a considerably high voltage (e.g., 1 MeV) is required. The samples for ET experiments are prepared by the method identical to that used for conventional TEM sample preparation; that is, powders can be directly dispersed on a TEM grid (e.g., 200-mesh copper grids with ultrathin carbon film are used in this study), whereas bulk solid samples can be thinned by either ion milling or focused ion beam (FIB) cutting.

Three samples were used for the ET experiments in this study. Two samples were in the powder state, while the third was a pillar sample cut by a FIB. A pillar FIB sample (Fig. 4) was cut from a pyrite section using a Thermo Fisher Scientific FEI Scios dual-beam system with a Ga⁺ ion source (Institute of Geochemistry, Guiyang; CAS). One powder sample was simulated lunar soil (Figs. 5 and 6), while the other was a mixture of synthesized nanophase metallic iron (npFe⁰) and hematite (Fe₂O₃) (Figs. 7−9). The simulated lunar soil (GIG-1) was prepared by ball milling a mixture of volcanic glass, basalt, synthesized npFe⁰, and minor monominerals. The volcanic glass (containing 52.82 wt% SiO₂, 14.92 wt% Al₂O₃, 9.10 wt% FeO, and 7.52 wt% MgO) and basalt (containing 49.28 wt% SiO₂, 17.22 wt% Al₂O₃, 8.14 wt% FeO,

![Fig. 3 Workflow of ET experiment.](https://example.com/figure3)

![Fig. 4 HAADF-STEM image (a) and STEM-EDS elemental map (b) of a pyrite pillar sample prepared using FIB cutting; and WBP-reconstructed results (c–f) from tilt series acquired from −63° to +70° with interval of 0.5°. The white arrows in the slices indicate artifacts from reconstruction, while the yellow arrows indicate carbon contamination at the base of the needle.](https://example.com/figure4)
Fig. 5 HAADF-STEM image (a), SAED pattern (b), and EDS elemental maps (c–h) of an aggregate of nano-iron spheres from simulated lunar soil.

Fig. 6 Original HAADF-STEM tilt serial images acquired at −44° (a), 0° (b), +44° (c), and +66° (d) with the rotation axis along the horizontal line in the image plane; representative slices in different directions form orthogonal view (e–g) and volume stereogram (h) of the WBP-reconstructed 3D model from the tilt series acquired from −44° to +66° with interval of 2°. The white arrows in the slices indicate artifacts from reconstruction.

and 5.43 wt% MgO) were collected from Dayizi volcano, Jilin, China.

**Data acquisition.** Data acquisition for ET requires a high-angle tilt stage in the TEM system. However, the small space between the sample holder and pole shoe in the TEM column limits stage tilting. For instance, the conventional single-tilt holder for the Thermo Fisher Scientific FEI Talos F200S TEM system used in this study can achieve a tilt angle of ±40°, even though the stage is designed to acquire a tilt angle of ±90°. Thus, special sample holders that facilitate the achievement of high tilt angles are required for data acquisition in ET. Herein, either FISCHIONE cryo-transfer tomography holder 2250 or a special tomography holder made by CHIP-NOVA was used on a Thermo Fisher Scientific Talos F200S TEM system operated at 200 kV (Guangzhou Institute of Geochemistry, CAS). Three sets of tilt series were acquired in the STEM mode with different signals (e.g., HAADF and EELS).

The manual acquisition of a set of tilt series makes it difficult to do reduplicative TEM operations (e.g., tilting angle, focusing, and moving stage). ET data can be automatically acquired by using
Fig. 7 HAADF-STEM image (a), EEL spectra (b and c), elemental maps (d–f), and oxidation state maps (g–i) of a mixture of nano-iron spheres and hematite nanocrystals, with a tilt angle of 0°.

Fig. 8 Representative slices at different directions for WBP-reconstructed elemental data and oxidation states of the same specimen presented in Fig. 7. The results were reconstructed from a tilt series acquired at a maximum tilt angle of ±54° and with interval of 6°.
computer software. Automated acquisition of the ET tilt series using software is an advanced technique. Both academic (e.g., Leginon MSI-tomography and SerialEM) and commercial (e.g., TEMography Recorder and Thermo Scientific Tomography) software are currently available. Herein, SerialEM was used to acquire the HAADF-STEM tilt series, whereas the STEM-EELS tilt series was acquired manually.

**Data pretreatment, reconstruction, analysis, and visualization.**
The data should be pretreated before the reconstruction of the 3D model from the acquired tilt series (e.g., data format conversion) to match various reconstruction codes or software. For instance, in this study, the acquired 32-bit tilt serial HAADF-STEM (2048 × 2048) and EEL spectroscopic images (142 × 90) were converted to 16-bit images for further processing. The data should also be aligned because the region of interest is not always at the center of the images at different tilt angles in a practical ET experiment, which significantly affects the quality of the reconstructed 3D model. After image alignment, the tilt series can be reconstructed using algorithms (as described above) embedded in the reconstruction codes and software. The reconstructed model can then be visualized using computer software. There are many academic (e.g., FIJI, Tomviz, and Imod) and commercial software (e.g., Avizo) to fulfill some of these requirements. Thus, the combined usage of various software provides a simple solution for accomplishing reconstruction of ET. In this study, FIJI was employed as a data pretreatment tool, Tomviz and Imod as reconstruction tools, and Tomviz as a visualization tool. The WBP algorithm was employed for all reconstructions presented herein.

**THEORETICAL SIMULATION**

Atomic ET (AET) is still under development although conventional TEM has been advanced to achieve atomic-scale resolution. Recent cutting-edge studies show that ET can achieve atomic-scale resolution and, thus, can be applied for the analysis of pure materials. However, AET of minerals containing impurities via conventional TEM is still challenging. To estimate the applicability of AET in the field of earth and planetary science research, theoretical simulation was conducted herein rather than a practical physical experiment; gold-bearing pyrite was used as the target specimen, wherein the occurrence of gold is in debate. A cubic pyrite model with 6 × 6 × 6 supercells (~3 nm side length) was constructed (Fig. 10). Based on the pure pyrite model, three iron atoms were randomly chosen to be substituted with gold atoms (Fig. 11), which is considered to be a gold-bearing pyrite model. The tilt series of the HAADF-STEM images of both models were simulated using a software based on the kinematic-scattering method developed by He and co-workers. These simulated images were directly input into the reconstruction software without any pretreatment.

**RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

**Morphological electron tomography.** One basic function of ET is to analyze the 3D morphology of specimens on the nanoscale.
The WBP method is widely used in morphological electron tomography (MET), as described above; therefore, incoherent electron-scattering images (for which the contrast can be considered as a line integral of object density) must be employed in MET experiments. The HAADF-STEM technique, which produces typical electron-scattering images, was used to perform MET experiments in this study.

The MET experiment was first performed on a pyrite pillar prepared using a FIB. Before the acquisition of the tilt series, STEM-EDS maps of the sample were obtained. The results (Figs. 4a–4b) show some signals of oxygen dispersed on the surface of the pyrite pillar, suggesting that the pyrite sample was oxidized during transfer from the FIB chamber to the TEM system. The HAADF-STEM tilt series was acquired for the pyrite pillar over the scan range of $-63^\circ$ to $+70^\circ$ with interval of $0.5^\circ$. The WBP-reconstructed results (Figs. 4c–4f) show that some artifacts (indicated by arrows) still existed in the reconstructed slices even when narrow interval of $0.5^\circ$ were used. The missing-“wedge”-induced artifacts are possibly the largest, as shown in Fig. 4e. The acquired data were resampled to generate a new tilt series with interval of $2^\circ$. The results are almost the same as those shown in Figs 4c–4f, indicating that the use of very narrow interval (e.g., $0.5^\circ$) is unnecessary for MET experiments. Despite the presence of these artifacts in the reconstructed slices, the 3D morphology of the measured pyrite pillar was accurately presented. The successful reconstruction of the pyrite pillar suggests that the WBP method is sufficiently accurate for reconstructing the 3D morphology of geological materials on the nanoscale. The edges of the pillar sample appeared to be much brighter (contrast) than those of the other parts. Although the edges of the pyrite pillar were oxidized, the observation of bright edges is not attributed to the presence of the oxidized surface because the oxidation did not introduce any heavy atoms. This may be because the center of the sample is too thick to allow the transmission of 200 keV electrons, as the bright edges correspond to the thinner parts (edges) of the sample. Carbon contamination was also observed at the base of the pillar (yellow arrows in Fig. 4c), as confirmed by EDS analysis; this carbon accumulated during the acquisition of the tilt series. Carbon may originate from the Pt-based reactive gas used during
the FIB sample preparation processes.\textsuperscript{40} Therefore, the region in the FIB sample for MET experiments should be far from the Pt deposition areas.

Aggregated particles from simulated lunar soil were then examined. The HAADF-STEM image (Fig. 5a) shows that the aggregate consists of nanospheres with a core–shell structure. By using a combination of selected area electron diffraction (SAED) analysis (image shown in Fig. 5b) with EDS-mapping (images shown in Figs. 5c–5h), the aggregates were identified as nano-iron spheres with an amorphous silicate coating.

A tilt series of the nano-iron sphere aggregates was acquired from $-44^\circ$ to $+66^\circ$ because the tilt angle was limited by the position of the sample on the TEM stage. The original HAADF-STEM images at different tilt angles (Figs. 6a–6d) show that the projections of the aggregate at different tilt angles have different contours. The image intensity (brightness) was higher where the iron spheres overlapped, indicating that the intensity of the acquired images can represent the projected thickness or density of the nano-iron spheres. Therefore, the WBP method was used to reconstruct a 3D model of the aggregate. The results show that the shapes of the nano-iron spheres can be easily identified in different slices although some artifacts were observed in the slices in the orthogonal view (Figs. 6e–6g). The major artifacts on the YZ slices must be ascribed to the missing wedge because the angle between the two groups of artifacts was equal to the missing wedge angle in this ET experiment. These artifacts distort the shape from spherical to spindle. Minor artifacts along other directions did not change the spherical shape and may be caused by other factors (e.g., alignment). Although the artifacts cause distortions in the YZ plane, the 3D view of the reconstructed model (Fig. 6h) can reproduce the 3D spatial relations of these nano-iron spheres.

**Spectroscopic electron tomography.** EDS and EELS are two spectroscopic techniques that are commonly used in conventional TEM. Both these techniques can be employed for spectroscopic electron tomography (SET) for reconstructing the 3D distribution of elements and indicating their oxidation states.\textsuperscript{41} STEM-EDS tomography is mainly constrained by the detector position in the TEM column.\textsuperscript{42} Fig. 12a illustrates the geometry of the Super-X detectors in FEI TEM instruments. The Super-X detectors have a paired design: detectors 1 and 2 are linked as a pair, whereas detectors 3 and 4 are linked as another pair. Figs. 12b and 12c display the normalized counts as a function of the tilt angle for FEI Talos F200S (equipped with two detectors) and FEI Titan G2 (equipped with four detectors) TEM systems, respectively. The normalized EDS counts for FEI Titan G2 were symmetric. However, the normalized EDS counts for FEI Talos F200S were asymmetric for various tilt angles because the paired detectors were mounted on the same side of the sample holder. Notably, at tilt angles from $+30^\circ$ to $+40^\circ$, the normalized counts decreased to zero, indicating that a dead angle exists for the two-detector TEM system, suggesting that such a system is not suitable for STEM-EDS tomography. Therefore, STEM-EDS tomography can only be performed using a suitable TEM with EDS detectors distributed on both sides of the sample holder.

Fig. 12 Illustration of the geometry of the Super-X EDS detectors in the FEI TEM (a); Fe Kα X-ray counts (7.1 keV) at each detector as a function of tilt angle, taken from EDS spectra acquired for the same hematite nanoparticle using an acquisition time of 5 s on an FEI Talos F200S TEM (b); background-subtracted Au Lα X-ray counts (0.7 keV) at each pair of detectors as a function of tilt angle on an FEI Titan G2, the data were cited from the literature\textsuperscript{41} (c). STEM-EELS tomography is a good alternative to STEM-EDS tomography for the reconstruction of the 3D distribution of elements or their oxidation states.\textsuperscript{43} A STEM-EELS tomography experiment was performed on a mixture of synthesized npFe$^0$ and hematite at a maximum tilt angle of $+54^\circ$ and with interval of $6^\circ$. The EEL spectra were extracted from the spectral image acquired in the zone shown in Fig. 7a. The O Kα- and Fe L$_\alpha$-edges were identified for hematite, whereas only the Fe L$_\beta$-edge is displayed in the EEL spectra shown in Fig. 7b. From the zoomed-in spectra of the Fe L$_\beta$-edges of hematite and npFe$^0$ (Fig. 7c), the oxidation state of Fe in both phases could be distinctly identified by the peak positions and shape of the Fe L$_\beta$-edge (i.e., metallic Fe at $\approx$708.8 eV and Fe$^{3+}$ at 710.3 eV). The elemental maps (Figs. 7d–7f) show...
a small amount of oxygen distributed on the surface of npFe\(^0\), suggesting that the surface of npFe\(^0\) was slightly oxidized during sample preparation in air. Multiple linear least-squares (MLLS) fitting was conducted to extract the oxidation state maps of iron in the examined zone. The results (Figs. 7g–7i) show that Fe\(^{3+}\) was present in the hematite zone and was distributed on the surface of npFe\(^0\), further confirming the result acquired from the elemental maps. Furthermore, EELS enables discrimination between Fe\(^{2+}\) and Fe\(^{3+}\), where the Fe\(^{3+}/\Sigma\text{Fe}\) ratio can be estimated from the \(L_3/L_2\) ratio of the Fe \(L_2,3\)-edges. The Fe\(^{3+}/\Sigma\text{Fe}\) ratio could also be used to map the three-dimensional dispersion of iron; the results are consistent with the Fe\(^{3+}\) distribution (Figs. 7b and 9b) in the simple composition (i.e., npFe\(^0\) and hematite) of the sample and, thus, are not displayed.

Representative slices of the WBP-reconstructed model of npFe\(^0\) and hematite are shown in Fig. 8. The artifacts in the YZ slices of both oxygen and iron in various valences simultaneously show the missing “wedge” from the ±54° tilt series. Some artifacts were observed on the slices in other directions, similar to the MET results. The features of the slices on the XZ plane are consistent with those shown in the elemental and oxidation state maps in Fig. 7, suggesting that the reconstructed results successfully reproduced the real features of the examined sample. Furthermore, the 3D views of the reconstructed models shown in Fig. 9 reveal the actual composition of the specimen.

**Atomic electron tomography.** AET has been rapidly developing over the past decade.\(^{35, 44}\) AET can be conducted to determine the 3D atomic positions in both crystalline and amorphous materials.\(^{39}\) This technique may play a critical role in characterizing many noble metals that occur in the lattice of host minerals. Herein, the practicability of AET in resolving the occurrence of gold in the pyrite lattice was verified via theoretical simulations. We first established a cubic pyrite nanoparticle (~3 nm side length, as shown in Fig. 10a) and then simulated a HAADF-STEM tilt series at a maximum tilt angle of ±90° and with interval of 2°. The tilt series was resampled to extract other tilt series at various maximum tilt angles of ±80°, ±70°, ±60°, and ±50° to demonstrate the effect of the missing “wedge” on the 3D reconstruction of the atomic positions. Only the simple WBP method was used to perform the reconstruction rather than other advanced algorithms, as employed in previous studies.\(^{35, 36, 44}\) The results (Figs. 10b–10h) show that the positions of iron in the pyrite structure can be easily identified, whereas the sulfur atoms cannot be recognized in the reconstructed slices. The missing “wedge” does not affect the identification of the iron position, but simply distorts the shape of the iron atoms from spherical (Fig. 10g) to fusiform (Fig. 10h).

The gold-bearing pyrite model shown in Fig. 11a was further examined. The HAADF-STEM simulation and reconstruction procedures for the gold-bearing pyrite were similar to those for the pure pyrite model. Based on basic HAADF-STEM theory, the gold atoms in the pyrite lattice can be recognized on the basis of their higher intensity than that of the iron atoms. The maximum tilt angle and interval of the tilt series were considered for reconstruction. The reconstructed results (Figs. 11b–11h) show that neither the maximum tilt angle nor the interval affects the identification of the position of the iron and gold atoms. The maximum tilt angle and interval only affected the atomic shape in the 3D reconstructions, similar to that observed in the pure pyrite model.

**CONCLUSIONS**

The applicability of several types of ET techniques (MET, SET, and AET) in the earth and planetary science community was verified. MET from a tilt series can allow the reproduction of 3D spatial relations of objects on the nanoscale level. Both powder and solid samples from the research field of earth and planetary science are suitable for MET. The 3D reconstruction zone should be far from the Pt deposition zone for the FIB-cut samples to avoid carbon contamination. In addition to the 3D morphology, SET can reproduce the 3D distribution of chemical components and the elemental oxidation state of specimens. Moreover, AET can be conducted to identify the 3D structure of lattice-bound trace elements; thus, it serves as a promising method for investigating the precise occurrence of critical metals dispersed in host minerals.
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